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Adult Urology

CA3 Molecular Urine Assay for Prostate
ancer in Men Undergoing Repeat Biopsy

eonard S. Marks, Yves Fradet, Ina Lim Deras, Amy Blase, Jeannette Mathis,
heila M. J. Aubin, Anthony T. Cancio, Marie Desaulniers, William J. Ellis,
arry Rittenhouse, and Jack Groskopf

BJECTIVES Men with elevated serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA) levels and negative prostate biopsy
findings present a dilemma because of the lack of an accurate diagnostic test. We evaluated the
potential utility of the investigational prostate cancer gene 3 (PCA3) urine assay to predict the
repeat biopsy outcome.

ETHODS Urine was collected after digital rectal examination (three strokes per lobe) from 233 men with
serum PSA levels persistently 2.5 ng/mL or greater and at least one previous negative biopsy. The
specimens were collected from April 2004 to January 2006. The PCA3 scores were determined
using a highly sensitive quantitative assay with transcription-mediated amplification. The ability
of the PCA3 score to predict the biopsy outcome was assessed and compared with the serum PSA
levels.

ESULTS The RNA yield was adequate for analysis in the urine samples from 226 of 233 men (ie, the
informative specimen rate was 97%). Repeat biopsy revealed prostate cancer in 60 (27%) of the
of 226 remaining subjects. Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis yielded an area under
the curve of 0.68 for the PCA3 score. In contrast, the area under the curve for serum PSA was
0.52. Using a PCA3 score cutoff of 35, the assay sensitivity was 58% and specificity 72%, with
an odds ratio of 3.6. At PCA3 scores of less than 5, only 12% of men had prostate cancer on
repeat biopsy; at PCA3 scores greater than 100, the risk of positive biopsy was 50%.

ONCLUSIONS In men undergoing repeat prostate biopsy to rule out cancer, the urinary PCA3 score was superior
to serum PSA determination for predicting the biopsy outcome. The high specificity and
informative rate suggest that the PCA3 assay could have an important role in prostate cancer

diagnosis. UROLOGY 69: 532–535, 2007. © 2007 Elsevier Inc.
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specific test for prostate cancer (CaP) is not
currently available. Serum prostate-specific an-
tigen (PSA) levels have been widely used for

iagnostic purposes for more than 25 years, but false-
ositive and false-negative results are commonplace.1
hen prostate biopsy is performed irrespective of the

erum PSA level, CaP can be found regardless of the PSA
esult. Thompson and colleagues2 have concluded that
o specific PSA level can accurately separate men with
aP from men with only benign prostatic hyperplasia
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BPH). In addition, a large population of men with
alse-positive serum PSA values has now emerged (ie, the
SA level is elevated for non-CaP reasons such as BPH).
hese men are at risk of developing clinically significant
aP as they age, but methods such as the PSA velocity

nd free PSA may not allow for effective treatment of
hese patients. Consequently, many men with negative
iopsy findings undergo repeat biopsies to rule out CaP.

call for CaP-specific markers has been issued.3

Prostate cancer gene 3 (PCA3), a gene closely and
pecifically associated with CaP, could be such a marker.
irst described by Bussemakers and colleagues4 in 1999,
CA3 encodes a prostate-specific mRNA that is highly
verexpressed in CaP tissue compared with benign pros-
atic tissue.5 The possible use of urinary PCA3 as a CaP
arker was suggested by de Kok et al.6 in 2002. The

otential value of urinary PCA3 mRNA testing has been
emonstrated in first-generation, semiquantitative re-
earch assays.5,7,8

On the basis of this preliminary evidence, Groskopf
nd colleagues9 developed an investigational PCA3 uri-

ary assay with the potential for general use in clinical
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ettings. This PCA3 assay has been shown to be quanti-
ative, sensitive, and relatively quick and easy to use
ompared with the earlier versions.9 We explored the
otential utility of the PCA3 assay in an especially prob-
ematic group of men, those with elevated serum PSA
evels but negative prostate biopsy findings.

ATERIAL AND METHODS

he urine samples were obtained from three North American
ites: Laval University (Quebec City, Quebec, Canada), Uro-
ogical Sciences Research Foundation (Los Angeles, Calif), and
he University of Washington School of Medicine (Seattle,

ash). The respective institutional review boards approved the
tudy protocol, and all study subjects provided written informed
onsent. The specimens were collected from April 2004 to
anuary 2006.

The study population consisted of 233 consecutive men with
erum PSA levels of 2.5 ng/mL or greater who had a history of at
east one negative biopsy documented by the study site investigator
nd who had been scheduled for a follow-up biopsy. The average
atient age � SD was 64 � 7 years (median 64, range 45 to 83),
verage serum PSA level was 7.4 � 4.3 ng/mL (median 6.1, range
.5 to 31.1), and average prostate volume as determined by trans-
ectal ultrasonography was 49 � 29 cm3 (median 43, range 13 to
25). The population was 95% white, 4% black, 1% Hispanic, and
ess than 1% Asian (1 subject). Biopsies were performed according
o the procedure described by Marks et al.10 and usually consisted
f 12 cores from the peripheral zone.

Urine samples (20 to 30-mL first catch) were collected after
igital rectal examination, consisting of exactly three strokes
er lobe, performed by an attending urologist. Firm pressure
enough to depress the prostate surface approximately 0.5 to 1.0
m) was applied from the base to the apex and from the lateral
o the median line for each lobe. The urine samples were held
t 2° to 8°C and processed within 4 hours by mixing with an
qual volume of detergent-based stabilization buffer and then
tored at �70°C until testing.9 Ongoing stability studies have
hown no evidence of degradation of PCA3 or PSA mRNA
nder these storage conditions (data not shown).
The specimens were batch tested in December 2005 and Janu-

ry 2006. For each processed urine specimen, the quantitative ratio
f PCA3 to PSA mRNA, or the PCA3 score, was determined as
escribed previously.9 In brief, in separate assays, PCA3 and PSA
RNAs were isolated from the processed urine samples by capture

nto magnetic microparticles and amplified by transcription-me-
iated amplification, and the products were detected with chemi-
uminescent DNA probes using the hybridization protection as-
ay.11 Calibrators containing PCA3 or PSA RNA transcripts were
ncluded in each assay run and were used to convert signal to
RNA copies. PSA mRNA levels were used to normalize PCA3

o the total amount of prostate RNA present in the sample and to
nsure that the RNA yield was sufficient for analysis. The PCA3
core was calculated as PCA3 mRNA/PSA mRNA � 1000. The
recision of the PCA3 assay, defined as the inter-run coefficient of
ariation for the PCA3 score (multiple reagent lots, instruments,
perators), was �20%.9

ESULTS
or the subject group studied, 226 of 233 specimens

ielded sufficient RNA for analysis, corresponding to an p

ROLOGY 69 (3), 2007
nformative specimen rate of 97%. For the 226 subjects
ith informative specimens, 60 repeat biopsies were pos-

tive for CaP and 166 were negative. All CaP cases found
ere Gleason grade 6 (65%) or 7 (35%).
To assess the ability of the PCA3 assay to predict the

rostate biopsy outcome, receiver operating characteris-
ic (ROC) curve analysis was performed using the biopsy
esult as the reference method (Fig. 1). For comparison,
he performance of the serum PSA assay on this subject
opulation was also evaluated. For the PCA3 score, the
rea under the ROC curve was 0.678 (95% confidence
nterval 0.597 to 0.759). The serum PSA assay yielded an
rea under the curve of 0.524 (95% confidence interval
.438 to 0.610), indicating that the serum PSA level has
ittle diagnostic value for this subject population. The
ifference between the areas under the curve for PCA3
nd serum PSA was statistically significant (P � 0.008).
he PCA3 scores for Gleason grade 6 versus Gleason
rade 7 were not significantly different (P � 0.24).

The ROC curve was used to determine the sensitivity
nd specificity of the PCA3 assay at different PCA3 score
utoffs (Table 1). A PCA3 score of 35 corresponded to
he point on the ROC curve with the greatest diagnostic
ccuracy. Using 35 as the cutoff, the PCA3 assay sensi-
ivity was 58% and specificity 72%, with an odds ratio
f 3.6.
The correlation between the PCA3 score and the

igure 1. ROC analysis using PCA3 score or serum PSA
evel as diagnostic indicator and prostate biopsy as refer-
nce method.

Table 1. Sensitivity and specificity of PCA3 assay

PCA3 Score
Cutoff

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%) Odds Ratio

10 87 28 2.5
35 58 72 3.6
50 47 81 3.7
robability of positive biopsy findings was also deter-

533
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ined (Fig. 2). The risk of positive biopsy findings in-
reased with an increasing PCA3 score. At PCA3 scores
f less than 5, only 12% of the subjects had positive
iopsy findings. In contrast, men with a PCA3 score
reater than 100 had a 50% probability of positive biopsy
ndings.

OMMENT
aP will have been diagnosed in approximately 230,000
.S. men during 2006.12 The great majority of these men
ill have undergone prostate biopsy because of an ele-
ated serum PSA level. The positive predictive value of
serum PSA level of 4.0 ng/mL or more, the biopsy

rigger currently recommended by the American Urolog-
cal Association,13 is approximately 24% for men in their
eventh decade.14 Thus, about 1 million U.S. men will
ave undergone a prostate biopsy in 2006 to detect CaP

n one fourth of them. Furthermore, men with negative
iopsy findings but elevated PSA levels still have the
ossibility of having CaP, because 25% of CaP cases
emain undiagnosed after a single set of biopsy cores.15

any will undergo additional biopsies subsequently. The
ollar cost, risk of morbidity, and emotional turmoil of
epeat prostate biopsies are considerable, and a more
ccurate CaP test would be an important clinical advance
or this vexing problem.

The method of PCA3 determination, as described in
he present study and in detail previously,9 is a substantial
hange from earlier versions and provides improved an-
lytical sensitivity. Because BPH (and normal) prostate
ells express low levels of PCA3 mRNA, the assay results
re reported as copies of PCA3 per copies of mRNA of
SA, with the latter a measure of prostate RNA present

n the specimen. Previous versions of the test lacked
nalytical sensitivity in that up to 21% of specimens
ontained insufficient genetic material for a valid test (ie,
he test was “noninformative”).8 In the present study, the
nformative rate was 97%. The greater informative rate
as likely a result of the streamlined specimen processing

igure 2. Probabilities of positive biopsy findings at differ-
nt PCA3 score ranges. Number of subjects in each range
hown at bottom.
rocedure that used whole, unspun urine (instead of r

34
rine sediments), as well as improvements in mRNA
apture and amplification technology.11

The present data are evidence that urinary PCA3
etermination can add specificity to a diagnostic algo-
ithm for CaP in men with negative biopsy findings but
levated serum PSA levels. For the 226 subjects evalu-
ted in this study, the serum PSA levels provided little
alue in separating those whose repeat biopsy demon-
trated CaP and those whose repeat biopsy showed only
PH (Fig. 1). The area under the PSA-ROC curve was
.524, indicating little better than a “coin toss” proba-
ility of predicting the presence of CaP. However, for the
rinary PCA3 score in the same subjects, the area under
he PCA3-ROC curve was 0.678. The difference be-
ween the two methods was statistically significant (P
0.01). For men with elevated serum PSA levels who are

ndergoing repeat prostate biopsy, the PCA3 assay ap-
ears to represent an incremental improvement in the
bility to predict the prostate biopsy outcome.

These data suggest that the best PCA3 score cutpoint
o denote a positive result would be approximately 35,
hich provided relatively high specificity (72%), pre-

erved the sensitivity (58%), and yielded an odds ratio of
.6. Using lower PCA3 scores as the cutpoint resulted in
reater sensitivity at the expense of specificity, although
t a sensitivity of 87%, the PCA3 specificity of 28% was
till greater than that of the serum PSA assay (18% at a
utoff of 4 ng/mL).

As shown in Figure 2, the diagnostic value of PCA3
etermination is a continuum, with low PCA3 scores
less than 20) indicating a low probability of CaP and
igh scores (greater than 50) indicating a much greater

ikelihood of CaP. With additional experience, the
CA3 levels could be reported as a percentage of the
robability of CaP, allowing personalized decisions re-
arding repeat biopsy on the basis of an individual risk-
enefit assessment. In populations other than that used in
ur study, the normative values might be different.
Additional studies are ongoing to validate the predictive

ccuracy of the PCA3 score and to determine whether the
CA3 assay can synergize with other diagnostic methods
uch as the free/total serum PSA. In addition to providing
nformation to guide biopsy decisions, the PCA3 score
ould potentially be used to monitor men with chronically
levated serum PSA levels for the development of clinically
ignificant CaP. The results from this research study have
ndicated that the PCA3 assay may be a new tool to assist
linicians in the treatment of patients in the “PSA di-
emma” population.

ONCLUSIONS
CA3 gene overexpression is detectable in urine, provid-

ng the basis for a specific CaP test. Improved PCA3 assay
ethods—applied in this study in 233 men with serum
SA levels greater than 2.5 ng/mL and previous negative
iopsy findings—allowed for the prediction of CaP on

epeat biopsy with a specificity of 72%, sensitivity of

UROLOGY 69 (3), 2007
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8%, and an odds ratio of 3.6, using a PCA3 score
utpoint of 35 (copies of PCA3 per copy of PSA
RNA). The risk of positive biopsy findings correlated
ith the quantitative PCA3 score. In men with elevated

erum PSA levels and previous negative prostate biopsy
ndings, the determination of the urinary PCA3 levels
ppears to have value in the prediction of repeat biopsy
utcomes.
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